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Celebrating SG51 onwards with

CRISTOFORI

Music Series
Guitar

For 36 years, CRISTOFORI Music has been creating the finest
acoustic instruments. As one of the Asia’s most influential music
company, CRISTOFORI Music has popularise music education
and musical instrument ownership by providing quality
instrument with affordability.
The creation of CRISTOFORI Music Series Guitar at Singapore’s
51st year marks the beginning of CRISTOFORI as the Singapore
Heritage brand as our commitment to bring the finest guitar at
the most affordable price - and to bring Singapore’s legacy
forward to the next 50 years.

Authentic Singapore Design
Authentic and Designed in Singapore, CRISTOFORI Music Series
Guitar is developed by the Guitar Research Center in Singapore,
China, Korea.

Playability
Each CRISTOFORI MGA Series guitar is meticulously set up for
optimised playability and to enhance the tone of CRISTOFORI
guitar.

Material
The soul of the CRISTOFORI MGA sound comes from the
beautiful wood we select from around the world that are also
used for making the world’s renowned guitar. The selection ,
the seasoning of the wood is attributes for the pure and unique
acoustic tone of CRISTOFORI guitar.

Grand
Auditorium Guitar
CRISTOFORI Grand Auditorium Guitar is versatile in design. With impression and balance
tonal range, it is suitable for players who need fingerstyle picking and strumming, together
in one guitar.
A Grand Performance, acoustic-electric cutaway, featuring
Solid Spruce, Agathis back and sides, rosewood
od fingerboard
and bridge, and a vintage style tuner.
of-the-art
This combination of features integrated state-of-the-art
electronics with striking aesthetic features,
player comfort and an exceptionally sweet tone.
e.
uring
Available in Honey Burst color matt finish featuring
FISHMAN ISYS+ or Natural matt color finish.
Includes a padded gig bag and strung with
D’Addario EXP-16 Coated String.

$179 MGA360-N
RRP: $299

CRISTOFORI Music Students /
Member’s Price: $161.10

With FISHMAN pickup

$209

MGA360-HB

MGA360-HB
RRP: $319

CRISTOFORI Music Students /
Member’s Price: $188.10
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